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Abstract—To model the avalanche breakdown of a voltage reg-
ulator diode under reverse bias, a computationally rigorous de-
vice physics model using the Monte Carlo method to solve charge
carrier Boltzmann transport equations (BTEs) is proposed. The
transport of energetic charge carriers is calculated by using the
full energy band instead of the non-parabolic band structure. The
position-dependent doping profile found in real diodes is modeled
accurately and time-efficiently. A two-step method is introduced
to accelerate the simulation of avalanche breakdown. With the
proposed model, the expected IV characteristics of a voltage
regulator diode under reverse bias are simulated. The transport
of charge carriers and avalanche breakdown are modeled at the
microscopic level, and the simulation results are verified through
comparison with the IV characteristics from the datasheet. This
model can be used to analyze device susceptibility to electrical
stress, providing a graphical visualization for failure mechanisms.

Index Terms—Voltage regulator diode, Monte Carlo particle
simulation, avalanche breakdown

I. INTRODUCTION

VOLTAGE regulator diodes are widely used to protect

electronic devices from failures caused by electrical over-

stress (EOS) and electrostatic discharge (ESD) [1]. When the

current and voltage applied to the IC under protection are

exceed the maximum rating, the reversed biased diode breaks

down and provides a low impedance path between the IC and

the ground. When selecting suitable voltage regulator diodes

for the IC, the current and voltage (IV) characteristics of

diodes under reverse bias are critical because they provide in-

formation including the clamping voltage and the on-resistance

of the diode.

Traditionally, circuit models were built to model the IV

characteristics of diodes. However, accurate circuit-level sim-

ulation is available only after fabrication and measurement of

the discrete component. Therefore, a model to predict accurate

IV characteristics is necessary to forecast and optimize chip

security from EOS or ESD in early design stage.

The Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) describes the sta-

tistical behavior of charge carriers in a state out of equilibrium

[2] [3]. The Monte Carlo (MC) method provides a direct solu-

tion to the BTE [4] and thus is used herein to characterize the

IV of a reversed biased diode. Herein, several techniques are

proposed to modify the traditional MC algorithm to improve

both the accuracy and speed of the simulation.

First, previous MC simulations have focused mainly on the

simulation of devices under normal working conditions. In this

situation, the energy of charge carriers is relatively low, and

the energy band of semiconductors can be approximated by a

parabolic or non-parabolic model [5]. When avalanche break-

down occurs, charge carriers become energetic and the full-

band structure of the semiconductor is necessary to accurately

describe the transport of energetic particles [6].

Furthermore, when demonstrating the strength of the MC

simulation, previous studies have usually used devices with

uniform doping as examples for simplicity [7]. In reality, ow-

ing to the limitations of manufacturing techniques, the doping

profile of the device can never be uniform. Using the previous

simplified algorithm to model position-dependent doping leads

to an enormous number of particles under simulation, thus

substantially slowing the simulation without providing any

accuracy improvement. Herein, a new method is proposed to

model the position-dependent doping profile in an accurate,

time-efficient manner.

Third, in the previous MC simulation, the avalanche break-

down is modeled by injecting charge carriers on the boundary

of the depletion layer and counting the number of ionization

events as the particles travel through the high electric field

region [8]. This method is time-consuming, because the num-

ber of particles under simulation increases exponentially when

avalanche breakdown occurs. Herein, a two-step algorithm

is introduced to accelerate the calculation. Beyond modeling

the avalanche breakdown of the reversed diode, the proposed

model can also be used to analyze device susceptibility to

other electrical stresses and attacks, thus providing a graphical

visualization for failure mechanisms.

This article is organized as follows. In section II, the basics

of BTE are reviewed, and the implementation of the full

energy band is introduced. In section III, a new method to

handle the position-dependent doping profile of semiconductor

devices is proposed. A two-step method is then demonstrated
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in section IV to simulate the avalanche breakdown and identify

the clamping voltage of the voltage regulator diode. Section

V concludes the article.

II. BOLTZMANN TRANSPORT EQUATION SOLVER

The BTE describes the change in the particle distribution

function f(t,x,k) over time by considering both the energy

and momentum conservation of particles, as shown in Eq. 1

[9]. Here, f describes the probability of finding a particle

located at position x with wave vector k at time t. The left-

hand side of the equation describes the collisionless advection,

wherein the second term represents the diffusion of particles

due to the gradients in carrier concentration or temperature,

and the third term is associated with the electric and magnetic

field effects. The right-hand side of the equation represents the

effects of the collisions.

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∇xf +

∂k

∂t
· ∇kf =

(
∂f

∂t

)
coll

(1)

The MC technique is used to solve the BTE. The transport

of charge carriers is determined by free flights and scattering

events. During the free flights, particles are driven by the

external force due to electric and magnetic fields. The time

between two successive collisions and the mechanism of

scattering events are selected stochastically according to the

pre-defined scattering rates [2].

To model the transport of energetic charge carriers when

avalanche breakdown occurs, the full energy band, rather than

the non-parabolic approximation, is used [10]. A mesh of k
points in the 1

48 irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone is cre-

ated. The distance between two adjacent k points is 0.02( 2πa ),
where a is the lattice constant. The corresponding energy

on these mesh points is calculated with the empirical local

pseudo-potential method. The data for the first four conduction

bands and the first three valence bands are considered. The

density of states and the corresponding scattering rates are

also calculated on these mesh points. The non-polar optical

phonon scattering, acoustic phonon scattering, and impurity

scattering are included.

The drift of charge carriers due to electric field (ignoring

magnetic field effects) is governed by the equations of motion:

dk

dt
=

q

�
∇rφ(x) = −qF(x)

�
(2)

dx

dt
=

1

�
∇kE(k) (3)

where φ(x) is the electric potential, q is the elementary charge,

F is the electric field intensity, � is the reduced Planck

constant, and E is the calculated energy band. During each free

flight, change in k is first calculated. Next, the corresponding

particle energy before and after the drift is obtained. ∇kE(k)
in Eq. 3 is numerically approximated as the ratio between the

energy change and the wave vector change during the free

flight. In this way, the velocity of drift is calculated, and the

positions of particles are updated.

After the free flight, the closest mesh point near the current

wave vector k is found, and the corresponding scattering

rate is loaded. As in the classical MC algorithm, a random

number is generated to determine the scattering type. After

the collision, the energy of the particle may change because

of either phonon absorption or emission. After the final energy

is known, all mesh points in the first brillouin zone (FBZ) with

similar energy on a certain band are found first. They are then

weighted by their density of states, and the final wave vector

k after the scattering is randomly selected among them.

III. POSITION-DEPENDENT DOPING PROFILE

To illustrate the proposed algorithm, a real voltage regulator

diode that can be found on the market is simulated as an

example. The doping profile of the diode is shown in Fig. 1a.

The exact value of geometrical size and doping density is not

shown here due to confidential issues. Silicon is doped with

bron and phosphorus from the top and antimony from the

substrate. The doping density varies only with the position

along the axis shown in the figure and does not change in the

perpendicular plane. The net doping density can be obtained

by subtracting the antimony and phosphorus density from the

boron profile, as shown in Fig. 1b. The left part of the diode

is P -doped, and the right part is N -doped.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a): Doping profile of the diode under simulation. (b):

Absolute value of the net doping density.

In the MC simulation, the change in the charge distribution

function f(t,x,k) is obtained by following the motion of

many particles. Each particle under simulation represents a

certain amount of charge. This value is called the charge

per super particle (cpsp) and is a constant in most previous

studies. However, for the diode under simulation herein, the

net doping density changes significantly at different positions.

The position with the maximum doping density is located at

the P -doped region, and the position with the minimum doping

density is located at the boundary between P - and N -doped
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region, as shown in Fig. 2. The ratio between the maximum

and minimum doping density is approximately 30,000. If

cpsp remains a constant, and one particle is initially placed

at the minimum doping position, then 30,000 particles must

correspondingly be placed at the maximum doping position. In

this way, an enormous number of particles would be included

in the simulation, thus significantly increasing the calculation

time.

To avoid the large particle number without decreasing the

simulation accuracy, the idea of position-dependent cpsp is

introduced. The computational domain is divided into eight

sections according to the net doping density, as shown in Fig.

2a. The boundary of each section is selected to ensure that the

ratio between the maximum and minimum doping density of

each section is less than 150.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: (a): Division of the whole domain into eight sections.

(b): Zoom view of the area in the red box in Fig. 2a where

the doping density is lowest.

Next, within each section, the position with the lowest

doping density is found. Five particles are initialized at these

positions. Then the corresponding cpsp for each section is

calculated with Eq. 4. On the boundary of two adjacent sec-

tions, the value of cpsp changes linearly rather than abruptly.

Otherwise, when one particle with a relatively large cpsp drifts

across the border, the charge distribution of the neighboring

section significantly changes in a non-physical manner, thus

leading to the wrong potential distribution. The final cpsp
distribution at different locations is shown in Fig. 3. The

number of particles that must be initialized at each mesh cell

is shown in Fig. 4. With respect to the use of the same cpsp
for the whole domain, the total number of particles decreases

by 99%.

cpsp =
minimum doping density × triangle cell area

5
(4)

Fig. 3: Distribution of cpsp at different locations.

Fig. 4: Number of particles per cell when initialization.

IV. AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN

After initialization of the particles, different reverse bias

voltages are applied across the diode, and the corresponding

electrostatic potential distribution is obtained through MC

simulation, as shown in Fig. 5. A thin depletion layer is formed

between the p-doped and n-doped area when the charge

distribution stabilizes. The potential changes dramatically in

the depletion layer, but remains flat in the p-doped and n-

doped region.

Fig. 5: Potential distribution across the diode under different

reverse bias voltages.

Traditionally, to determine the threshold reverse bias voltage

leading to avalanche breakdown, some electrons are injected

on the edge of the depletion layer at the P -doped side (or

some holes are injected on the edge of the depletion layer at

the N -doped side). The potential distributions under different

bias voltages are loaded and remain unchanged during the

simulation. As the electrons (or holes) travel through the

depletion layer, they are accelerated by the strong E-field.

When their energy is sufficiently high, ionization may occur,

and a new electron and hole pair will be generated. The

original electron (or hole) and the newly generated electron-

hole pair will continue to drift under the strong E-field and
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may further lead to new ionization events. The simulation

does not stop until all electrons and holes leave the depletion

layer. The multiplication factor is defined as the ratio between

the number of ionization events and the number of initially

injected particles. The multiplication factor is expected to be

small when the bias voltage is low but to dramatically increase

when the bias voltage crosses a threshold. The turning point

of the bias voltage versus multiplication factor curve is the

clamping voltage of the voltage regulator diode.
The problem with the traditional method is that when the

bias voltage is near to or higher than the clamping voltage,

ionization introduces an enormous number of particles into

the simulation, thus leading to a long simulation time. To

accelerate the calculation, a two-step method is introduced

herein.
In step #1, the electrostatic potential distribution obtained

from the previous simulation is first loaded. Because the

ionization occurs only in the region where the E-field is

strong, when determining the clamping voltage of the diode,

only the depletion layer is considered, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6: Potential distribution in the depletion layer when the

reverse bias voltage is 30V . The two dashed lines indicate the

edge of the depletion layer.

Next, the depletion layer is uniformly divided into 100

subsections. A total of 50 electrons are injected at the first

subsection on the left most side. Ionization may occur as these

electrons travel to the right edge of the depletion layer. In

contrast to the traditional method, the transport of the new

electron-hole pair is not included in the following calculation.

Only the energy of the particle is decreased to maintain the

energy and momentum conservation during the ionization. In

this way, the number of particles under simulation does not

increase. The position where the ionization occurs is recorded

for future use. This simulation reveals when an electron is

injected at the first subsection, the number of ionization events

expected to occur as it travels through the depletion layer, and

where these ionization events occur.
The same simulation is repeated for each subsection. In each

simulation, 50 electrons are injected at different locations and

travel through the depletion layer, and the number and position

of ionization events are recorded. Furthermore, similar simula-

tions are performed by injecting holes at each subsection and

recording the ionization positions.
Step #2 uses the results in step #1 to predict when and

where ionization will occur. First, 50 electrons are injected

from the left edge of the depletion layer and are called the

first generation. MC simulation is not performed at this point

to calculate the transport of these electrons. Instead, from the

results in step #1, the positions where the ionization will

occur when electrons are injected at subsection #1 are already

known. The newly generated electron-hole pairs are called the

second generation, as shown in Fig. 7a.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: (a): Expected ionization positions as the first generation

electrons travel to the right. The second generation is created

after the ionization. Newly generated electrons and holes are

represented as red and black empty circles, respectively. (b):

Second generation electrons drift to the right, whereas while

holes drift to the left, both of which may cause ionization. The

newly generated particles are called the third generation.

Subsequently, the subsection where each second generation

particle is located is determined. The corresponding results

of these subsections in step #1 are loaded. These results

indicate where the ionization will occur when particles are

injected at these locations and travel through the depletion

layer. The newly generated electron-hole pairs are called the

third generation, as shown in Fig. 7b.

According to the injection position of the third generation,

the generation position of the fourth generation can be deter-

mined. This iteration does not stop until no new electron-hole

pairs are generated. Fig. 8 shows the change in the normalized

total number of ionization events over generations. When the

bias voltage is low (less than 30 V in this case), the E-

field strength in the depletion layer is relatively weak. After

several generations, all particles leave the depletion layer, and

no further ionization events occur. Thus, the curve quickly

becomes flat. When the bias voltage is high (greater than

30 V in this case), the curve continues to rise for more

than 1000 generations, which means a strong E-field leads to

avalanche breakdown. Thus, the clamping voltage of this diode

is 30V , in agreement with the specifications in the datasheet.

Furthermore, the IV curve from the datasheet is shown in Fig.

9. The current quickly increases as long as the reverse bias
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voltage reaches 30V , in good agreement with the simulation

results.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: (a): Change in the normalized total number of ioniza-

tion events over generations; (b): Zoom view of the first 40

generations.

Fig. 9: IV curve from datasheet.

V. CONCLUSION

To simulate the avalanche breakdown of a voltage regulator

diode under reverse bias, several features are introduced to

enhance the traditional MC method. The full energy band is

used to calculate the drift and scattering of energetic charge

carriers. The position-dependent cpsp is introduced to model

the doping profile of the diode in an accurate and time-efficient

manner. A two-step method is used to avoid the exponential

increase in particles under simulation in the avalanche break-

down. The simulation results enable understanding of charge

transport at the microscopic level and can reveal device failure

mechanisms under extreme working conditions. Guidelines

and tools will be further developed to optimize the chip

security from EOS or ESD in early design stages, and fixing

existing weak spots in currently used integrated protection

designs.
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